Ms. Nitro

My Kaylee D and Mia F
In 1987 a deadly chemical called nitrogen acid…it was 1987 Tuesday, when I just started a new day at
work as a teacher I had to sub for an 8th grade class at Garcia middle school, the teacher didn’t come so I
had to sub for the class and I didn’t know we had a field trip! The teachers got all of the eighth graders in
the bus and ready to go we were going to a chemical research lab downtown, I didn’t know that so in
was actually excited! When were all there was so many acids and chemicals. It looked so cool and oh in a
science lab there of course is a periodic table to see what the chemical was. I was always curious what
type of chemical nitrogen acid is, so we got the tour and then I asked “What type of chemical is Nitrogen
acid is?” The tour guide person stared at me with shocked and said “you may asked the professors office
I knocked” he said come in, so I went in. he said “ good morning how may I help you” told him my
question and he got all about how nitrogen is dangerous and it’s a non-metal and the atomic number
was 7 in the periodic table and the mass was 14.007 and that the element symbol was [N] I mean I knew
all that stuff he wanted to be sure it was dangerous. So he took me to go see it and it was a big tub filled
with it ,one second later the, emergency alarm went off and the announcement was an emergency alert
chemical reactions room 502. The professor came to the lab immediately and ran down the hall while I
was strap in room 601 where I was stuck, only key cards can get you in or out I was terrified so I started
banging on the door as loud as I can and that when I heard it an explosion. The sealing came off and
drop to the nitrogen acid since of that the nitrogen started a chemical reaction to I was terrified I guess
since 80% of the planet is nitrogen gas the chemical wants to have a much more space to spread its gas I
thought and when I heard all the rumbling noises I ran to the door, but it was blocked off from the
reactions. I didn’t know what to do so all I did was try to stay calm. But that didn’t work second later a
bolder came down the sealing and almost squash me but I was ok. I didn’t realized that I there war a
rock behind me so I trip and fell in the nitrogen acid…after that I realized I was in the hospital and I’ve
been in a coma for 9 months I was devesstaded I asked the doctor and he said we will do some test on
you to see if I was fine to go and later I was, so I ran out side and something strange happen when I got
home I was way younger and pretter than before. I realized something happen when I was in the coma
so I ran to my friends house and that’s when it happen I ran so fast like flash but way quicker and I could
fly, I had super streghth and everything so I decided if I can use my power to help save people I could
become a superhero. So that’s my story.

